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Nomenclature 9 

See Table 1. 10 

1. Context and outline 11 

The present paper is dedicated to the simulation of fast transient phenomena involving multicomponent flows 12 

(mainly liquid-gas flows in the present case, but reactive flows like combustion fronts could be considered with the 13 

same approach) and fluid-structure interaction.  14 

A comprehensive bibliography is available on such topics, from the resistance of structures to underwater 15 

explosions (see for instance Schiffer and Tagarielli, 2015 or Barras et al., 2012) to slamming problems for marine 16 

engineering, involving impacts of structures on free liquid surfaces (see Panciroli et al., 2015 or Van Nuffel et al., 17 

2013 among many others) or sloshing liquid inside tanks under dynamic loading (see Nicolici et al., 2013, or Brar 18 

and Singh, 2014). These situations are generally characterized by finite structural motions, fluid interfaces 19 

interacting with structures and strong inertial coupling between liquid(s) and structures, orienting the choice of the 20 

suitable numerical framework to implement for their accurate simulations. A specific difficulty is added when the 21 

structure is allowed to undergo failure and fragmentation, due to the specificities of crack initiation and 22 

propagation on the one hand, and to the magnification of the influence of fluid-structure interaction during the 23 

failing process on the other hand.  24 

The main objective of the current paper is to design a generic, robust and highly accurate computational 25 

strategy able to handle all the features introduced above, with the intention of providing a significant improvement 26 

in the resolution of local phenomena, which can prove of primary importance for the global dynamic response of 27 

the system and for the evaluation of the potential consequences on its surrounding environment. Although the 28 

paper does not address a specific physical situation, the case of failing tanks under impact is considered to 29 

efficiently validate and challenge the proposed framework, since it includes all aforementioned relevant phenomena 30 

(i.e. impact and fast transient dynamics, liquid-gas interfaces and structural failure). A significant corresponding 31 

integral experiment is available for use by the authors (see Caleyron et al, 2013 for previous work describing the test 32 

configuration and exploiting some results). Moreover, in addition to the structural analysis of the tank during and 33 

after impact, characterizing the leaking liquid jet is a topic of great interest for many industries (nuclear for 34 

instance, see Jeon et al., 2012 or Lin and Tang, 2017), especially since 2001/9/11 with the major consequences on 35 

buildings due to the fire consecutive to fuel projections during the crash. Such simulations are likely to greatly 36 

benefit from the increase of resolution in fluid-structure interface tracking demonstraded in this paper. 37 
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To achieve the stated objectives, the proposed research first relies on state-of-the-art approaches recently 38 

published by the authors and co-workers, one for every specific physical feature involved in the coupled fluid-39 

structure system (see Faucher 2014, Aune et al. 2016, Faucher et al., 2017). Then, the major improvement brought 40 

by the current paper is their combination into a generic multi-purpose adaptive framework providing the expected 41 

high resolution level in the simulation process. One major concern addressed by the authors is the full compatibility 42 

of the built strategy with models of industrial complexity, which requires the handling of fully unstructured meshes 43 

for fluids and structures, including plates and shells, and the design of a new class of unified refinement indicators, 44 

to be computed and combined with the required versatility and efficiency. 45 

The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, the general computational framework is recalled, in 46 

terms of equations of motion, equations of state for fluids, constitutive laws for structures and modelling of multi-47 

component flows with accurate interface management. For the sake of clarity and with minor loss of generality with 48 

respect to the industrial context expressed above, we focus on water-air flows involved in the applicative part of the 49 

paper. The third section is then specifically dedicated to the proposed multi-purpose mesh adaptation strategy with 50 

new combined refinement indicators for fluids and structures.  51 

The fourth and fifth sections are finally devoted to challenging the introduced framework against the integral 52 

experiment mentioned above, with a two steps path. First, a parametric analysis is carried out in the fourth section 53 

on a simple, yet significant, simplified test case implementing all the physical features from the complex target case. 54 

This is is designed to bring some valuable knowledge on the global behavior of the new computational strategy, to 55 

discriminate between the various improvements brought by combined refinement indicators and to set the relevant 56 

paradigms, in terms of liquid-gas interface representation and of refinement levels for both fluid and structure, to 57 

be implemented in the simulation of the realistic experimental configuration. The corresponding calculations are 58 

then provided in the fifth section, along with the representative comparisons between numerical results and 59 

experimental data. 60 

2. Basic equations for transient fluid-structure dynamics with water-air flows  61 

We quickly recall in this section the basic equations governing the evolution of the fluid-structure systems 62 

considered throughout the current paper. As already stated in the introduction, they result from a series of recently 63 

published articles to which the reader is advised to refer for specific details. Table 1 gathers the descriptions of the 64 

variables used in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.  65 

2.1 Equations of motion and EOS 66 

The generic set of Euler equations governing the evolution of the systems considered in the present article 67 

reads, in Eulerian or Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) representation for the fluid (see Donea et al., 2004) 68 

and Lagrangian representation for the structure: 69 

( )udiv 0
t

∂ρ + ρ =
∂

 (total fluid mass conservation) (1-a) 70 
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u
u u f fF

S F volP
t

→
∂ρ + ρ ⋅ ∇ + ∇ + =
∂

 (total fluid momentum conservation) (1-b) 71 

( )uE
div E P 0

t

∂ρ
 + ρ + = ∂

 (total fluid energy conservation) (1-c) 72 

( )q
σ ε f f

2
S

F S vol2
div

t
→

∂
 ρ + + = ∂

 (structural equilibrium) (1-d) 73 

For structures, the relation between the stress tensor and the strain tensor is non-linear in general, with many 74 

material constitutive laws, from simple elasticity to plasticity and damage. 75 

Water-air flows are represented using a multi-component formalism (mixture model) coming with an 76 

additional set of equations written below in the case of stiffened gas EOS used for both components (see for 77 

instance Harlow and Amsden, 1971 and Le Metayer et al., 2003). The capability of such a model for the fluid to 78 

accurately reproduce relevant phenomena for transient fluid-structure interactions is demonstrated in (Faucher et 79 

al., 2017).  80 

( )i i i i i i iP 1 (e q ) P∞= γ − ρ − − γ  (EOS for both components, i=1,2)  (2-a) 81 

( )u1
1

c
div c 0

t

∂ρ
+ ρ =

∂
(mass conservation for component 1) (2-b) 82 

u1
1 0

t

∂α
+ ⋅ ∇α =

∂
 (non-conservative volumetric fraction transport for component 1) (2-c) 83 

( ) ( )1 1 1 2 2 2P ,e P ,eρ = ρ (isobaric closure) (2-d) 84 

The main variables for the description of the mixture are the volume fractions iα  and mass fractions ic  for 85 

each component. The following relations hold: 86 

1 2

i
i

i

1

c

α + α =
ρ

ρ =
α

 (3) 87 

With volumetric fractions known from the non-conservative transport equation and mass fractions known 88 

from the mass conservation equations (both total and for component 1), per-component densities can be computed 89 

from Equations (3). The isobaric closure is then used to compute directly the equilibrium pressure in the mixture 90 

through the following procedure: 91 

i i
i i i i

i

P P
e q

1

∞+ γ
ρ = + γ

γ −
 (per-component specific energies computation) (4-a) 92 

u2i i
i i i

i 1,2 i

P P 1
e q E

1 2

∞

=

 + γ
ρ = α + γ = ρ − ρ γ − 

∑  (total energy computation) (4-b) 93 
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u2 i i i
i i i

i 1,2 i

i

i 1,2 i

P1
E q

2 1
P

1

∞

=

=

 α γρ − ρ − + α γ γ − =
α

γ −

∑

∑
 (pressure computation) (4-c) 94 

It must be noticed that fast transient phenomena involving liquids often come with phase change effects 95 

(cavitation for instance, see Deletombe et al., 2017 for such a situation with hydrodynamic ram). Fortunately, basic 96 

stiffened gas Equations Of State can classically be extended with such features (see for instance Chiapolino et al., 97 

2017). However, it represents an active research field in physics, beyond the scope of the current paper focusing on 98 

the coupled resolution process, which remains unaffected by evolutions brought to local constitutive models.  99 

As the proposed validation tests do not yield high levels of tensile stress in liquids, a simple lower limitation of 100 

the pressure to the saturation pressure is enough to ensure the stability of the resolution process and mimic the 101 

local effects of cavitation with no significant effect on the global physical solution.  102 

2.2 Time and space discretization 103 

Space is discretized through Finite Elements for the structure and via a hybrid Finite Element/Finite Volume 104 

method for the fluid. More specifically, the mass and energy conservation equations, as well as the volume fraction 105 

transport equation for the stiffened gas combination, are treated with a Finite Volume procedure. On the contrary, 106 

the total momentum conservation equation is approximated with a non-conservative Finite Element scheme, 107 

presenting two advantages in the present situation: 108 

1. the fluid kinematic variables are located at the nodes of the fluid grid and have the same nature as the 109 

structural kinematic quantities, providing a simple framework to impose link conditions between the two 110 

entities, 111 

2. the velocity field in the fluid is obtained independently from the other conservation equations, which 112 

simplifies the implementation of a Lagrange-Remap approach, required by the VOFIRE anti-dissipative 113 

scheme for the a posteriori accurate localization of the water-air interfaces (see Després et al., 2010 ; 114 

Faucher and Kokh, 2013 ; Faucher et al., 2017).  115 

Time integration is carried out through the central difference explicit scheme for the structure and through an 116 

explicit forward Euler scheme between mid-steps for the fluid. From time step n to time step n+1, it writes: 117 

q q u
q q u

q q q

q q q

q q q

u u u

u u u

2

2

n 1/2 n n

n 1 n n 1/2

n 1 n 1/2 n 1

n 1/2 n n

n 1 n 1/2 n 1

; ;
t tt

t

2

t

t

2

t

2

t

2

+

+ +

+ + +

+

+ + +

∂ ∂ ∂= = =
∂ ∂∂

∆= +

= + ∆
∆= +

∆= +

∆= +

& && &

& & &&

&

& & &&

&

&

 (5) 118 
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This yields the linear system to solve at each time step to compute the accelerations for fluid and structure, 119 

completed by the balance of mass, energy and volume fraction (optionally) inside the fluid finite volumes: 120 

UM N F
Λ

M N FQ

N U N Q B

F F F F

F F F

n 1

n 1

n 1n 1 T n 1 n 1
n 1F F F

T n 1 n 1n 1
S S S

n 1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n 1

F S

n 1 F n 1 n 1

F vol transport pressure

n 1 S n 1

S vol int ernal

+

+

++ + +
+

+ ++

+ + + + +

+ + +

+ +

      
+ =      

       

+ =

= − −

= −

&

&&

&&&  (6) 121 

The mass matrices MS  and Mn 1

F

+ , for structures and fluids respectively, are made diagonal by classical mass 122 

lumping techniques (see for instance Argyris and Mjelnek, 1991). The matrix Mn 1

F

+  is variable with time for fluids 123 

due to the Eulerian/ALE representation. The internal forces Fint ernal  result from the integration of the elementary 124 

stresses for the structure, whereas the forces Fpressure
 result from the integration of the elementary pressure only for 125 

the fluid. Ftransport
 are the nodal explicit transport forces for the fluid, resulting from the integration of the convective 126 

term in a Finite Element framework. 127 

One major and original feature of the proposed solver built over the years is the dual management of kinematic 128 

constraints. The matrices Nn 1

F

+  and Nn 1

S

+  account for links expressing boundary conditions, fluid-structure 129 

interaction links and structural links, such as unilateral contact. The corresponding forces appear in the 130 

equilibrium equation as the Lagrange Multiplier vector Λn 1+  (see Faucher, 2014 for details). These kinematic 131 

constraints are in general non-permanent (i.e. links can appear and disappear at each time step) and even for 132 

persistent links, the coefficients in the coupling matrices need to be updated due to the changes in the geometric 133 

configuration of the linked entities. Building and updating the link operators is thus a significant computational 134 

task within one step of the explicit integration. It especially involves spatial sorting procedures to select the entities 135 

to be connected by contact conditions or fluid-structure interaction links. These sorting computations are of specific 136 

interest for the design of the relevant mesh refinement indicators introduced further in this paper and one 137 

implementation of immersed boundary-type fluid-structure links is given in Figure 1 (from basic principles found 138 

in Casadei, 2008). 139 

One last characteristic of great importance of the numerical system described above is that is does not 140 

introduce any arbitrary parameter with direct effect on the physical solution (such as penalty coefficients for 141 

instance). The modeling effort is thus dedicated to geometry and meshing on the one hand, and to choosing and 142 

identifying the suitable constitutive laws and equations of state for all components of the system on the other hand.  143 

The extension of the framework that will be introduced in Section 3 to handle multi-purpose mesh adaptivity 144 

obviously comes with some specific new parameters orienting the adaptation process. To preserve the benefits of 145 

the existing approach, their influence will be studied in depth in Section 4 to provide robust a priori values for the 146 

industrial simulations of Section 5, and to avoid any a posteriori calibration prior to confronting the results to 147 

experimental data. 148 
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3. Multi-purpose mesh adaptivity with new easy-to-compute and easy-to-combine refinement 149 
indicators 150 

One major contribution of the current article is to start from the early implementation of an appropriate mesh 151 

refinement strategy for some features introduced in Section 2 separately (see Casadei et al. 2013 or Verdugo et al., 152 

2014) and to extend it widely to be able to freely and efficiently combine refinement indicators for fluid and 153 

structure simultaneously, yielding a multi-purpose framework applicable to fully coupled cases of industrial 154 

complexity (including a proper parallel solver). 155 

3.1 Short bibliography and description of the previously selected mesh refinement strategy 156 

Among the numerous techniques available for mesh adaptivity (see Figure 2 for a quick classification in the 157 

illustrative situation of a singularity located in one corner of a rectangular domain, and refer to Barbier et al., 2014 158 

for a more general review of adaptive methods), we focus for the present paper on h-refinement for unstructured 159 

meshes with hanging nodes allowed, i.e. nodes generated on edges or faces of neighbor cells with a different 160 

refinement level (see Figure 2-a). 161 

This choice is motivated by the following arguments.  162 

An approach based on p-refinement would require specific developments for Finite Elements with high-order 163 

shape functions and Finite Volumes with enhanced reconstruction algorithms benefiting from the added evaluation 164 

points; such developments are not straightforward for the generic computational framework introduced above and 165 

would require a dedicated research work.  166 

Implementing s-refinement could be handled through the ALE formalism available in the proposed 167 

framework, with the development of suitable mesh-motion algorithms designed to balance the cell sizes to satisfy a 168 

specific error indicator; the potential of this approach is nevertheless limited due to its general lack of robustness 169 

regarding the mesh motion and to the fixed number of nodes.  170 

Finally, among possible approaches based on h-refinement and compatible with non-cartesian geometries, the 171 

choice of an explicit time-integration scheme excludes multi-grid approaches designed to speed-up the convergence 172 

of implicit solvers, and patch-based methods compatible with explicit solvers come with specific algorithms for 173 

kinematic continuity and convective fluxes between overlapping meshes, which would require additional research 174 

to handle accurately and simultaneously fluid-structure interaction and liquid-gas interfaces. Moreover, solutions 175 

with no hanging node (i. e. node generated on an edge or a face of neighbor cells with a different refinement levels) 176 

bring constraints on the type of cells to be used (since only resorting to triangles in 2D and tetrahedra in 3D allows 177 

the elimination of hanging nodes in the mesh refinement process for unstructured grids), whereas the choice of a 178 

suitable discretization method is preferred to be related only to the proper modeling of the considered physics. 179 

Before going further with the actual description of the selected strategy, it can be noticed that anisotropic mesh 180 

adaptation is notably not considered in the present paper, although producing very interesting results for multi-181 

component flows (Coupez et al., 2013) or crack detection and tracking (Artina et al., 2015). Despite its promising 182 

qualities, it again introduces limitations regarding the proposed general physical and numerical framework, in 183 
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addition to be classically restricted to triangles and tetrahedra: features must be added to the solver (for fluid or 184 

structure) to correctly handle the high stretching levels of the adapted cells, which are very specific to some types of 185 

flow or some damage representations (for instance incompressible flow or phase field damage modeling 186 

respectively). 187 

The basic mesh adaptation scheme, designed in Casadei et al., 2013, is described in Figure 3. The resulting 188 

hanging nodes need additional kinematic relations, which are managed as non-permanent constraints in the 189 

coupled system introduced above with no modification. This strategy benefits directly from the robust efficient 190 

management of such links introduced in Paragraph 2.2. 191 

The adaptation of convective fluxes through the faces between cells at different refinement levels is also 192 

straightforward for first order Finite-Volume schemes used in the present paper. Preserving higher order 193 

approximations in the mesh transition zones would require an adaptation of the reconstruction procedures on faces 194 

between neighbor cells, for which many results are available in the literature (see for instance Castro et al., 2014). 195 

Potential edge hanging nodes are identified in red in Figure 3, with the corresponding kinematic relations 196 

linking the hanging node variables to the variables attached to the nodes at the tips of the edge:   197 

( )Q Q Q
k i j

1

2
     = +     
& & &  (structure) or [ ] [ ] [ ]( )U U U

k i j

1

2
= + (fluid) (8) 198 

Face hanging nodes can occur only with hexahedra and are identified in green in Figure 3, with the 199 

corresponding kinematic relations linking this time the hanging node variables to those of the cell vertices: 200 

( )Q Q Q Q Q
n i j l m

1

4
         = + + +         
& & & & &  (structure) or [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( )U U U U U

n i j l m

1

4
= + + + (fluid) (9) 201 

Another advantage of the chosen strategy is its simplicity and robustness for field updates during splitting and 202 

unsplitting of cells (see Table 2). All the updates are exact, except for elementary internal variables during 203 

unsplitting (see Equation (10-c)). It is noticeable that in our case this latter situation occurs only for total stress and 204 

history internal variables in structures and that unsplitting is classically forbidden through the suitable indicator in 205 

zones with a significant gradient of internal variables. More precisely, unsplitting is currently activated when 206 

adaptivity is used to track elastic wave fronts (or pressure waves in fluids), but it becomes unlikely where non-linear 207 

mechanisms have been triggered in the material. 208 

For a multi-component fluid model during unsplitting, Equations (10-a) and (10-b) must also be applied to 209 

each component, to compute the per-component densities, energies and volumes, from which the volume and mass 210 

fractions for the unsplit cell are directly obtained. 211 

3.2 New class of easy-to-combine refinement indicators 212 

A series of indicators is proposed in this section, with the primary objective of being potentially combined with 213 

no restriction. They are classified into two main categories. Local indicators are computed from local values of 214 

elementary fields (such as pressure gradients or threshold of one specific internal variable) or nodal fields (such a 215 
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displacement or velocity curvature), whereas proximity indicators are computed from the distance to a physical 216 

entity in the model (for instance to refine the fluid close to the structure or close to a physical interface). 217 

While local indicators are directly taken from previous work, mainly from Casadei et al. 2013 and Verdugo et 218 

al., 2014, the new formulation for proximity indicators is one key innovative step of the present article. 219 

3.2.1 Local indicators 220 

The first category is composed of local gradient-based, curvature-based and threshold based indicators. For 221 

the first two, an associated error indicator e can be computed through: 222 

Ge Ch=  (gradient) or ( )2

1 2e Ch max k , k=  (curvature) (11) 223 

where  C is a user-defined constant, 224 

 h is the current cell size, 225 

 G is the gradient of the chosen variable, 226 

 k1 and k2 are the principal curvatures of the chosen variable. 227 

The objective size ih%  for each cell i subject to adaptivity with the current indicator, defining its objective 228 

refinement level l, is obtained from a user-prescribed error e% through the formula: 229 

i i

i

e
h h

e
=

%
%  ; i

i

h
l int

h

 
=   

 
%

 (12) 230 

To avoid an uncontrolled increase of the number of cells for low user-prescribed error, the refinement level 231 

field computed above is often practically limited by an additional user-defined maximum level. In such a case, the 232 

indicator is still fully efficient for locating the zones where the mesh must be refined, but the prescribed error is not 233 

always reached. 234 

For local threshold-based indicators, the refinement level is set to vary from 1 to a user-defined maximum level 235 

n when the monitored internal variable W within one concerned cell varies from a minimum value Wmin triggering 236 

the mesh adaptation to a maximum value Wmax above which the refinement level is kept constant: 237 

( )min

max min

n W W
l int 1

W W

 −
= + − 

 (13) 238 

3.2.2 Proximity based-indicators 239 

These indicators are of primary importance when dealing with fluid-structure interaction or physical 240 

interfaces, where an increased accuracy is mandatory to capture preponderant phenomena in the close vicinity on 241 

the involved entities. Some tentative formulations have been proposed (see again for instance Casadei et al. 2013), 242 

but they are mostly specific to one kind of interface problem and therefore lack the mandatory versatility to be 243 
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efficiently combined into models of industrial complexity. A new unified framework is therefore designed, 244 

consisting in two steps: 245 

1. build at each time step a point cloud representing the shape of the reference entity (see Figure 4 and 246 

Figure 5 for the way to derive the point cloud from the various entities introduced above), 247 

2. for each cell to be refined according to the indicator, find the point of the cloud closest to the cell centroid 248 

(which is topologically very similar to finding the projection of the centroid onto the reference entity) and 249 

set the refinement level from the distance r between the two points using the expression: 250 

( ) ( )n 1 R min r,nR
l int

R

 + −
=  

 
 (14) 251 

where  R is an influence radius associated by the user to the reference entity, 252 

 n is the maximum refinement level associated to the current indicator, again set by the user. 253 

One key advantage of the point cloud strategy is its computational efficiency, since the spatial search of the 254 

reference point in the cloud for the centroid of a given cell is a classical operation already implemented and 255 

optimized for the building of kinematic links (for instance for immersed boundary-type fluid-structure links, see 256 

Section 2.2 and Figure 1).  257 

When building a point cloud for mesh refinement close to a structure, the density of the cloud is adjusted to the 258 

user-defined radius. The primary cloud points (in red in Figure 4) are placed at the centroids of the structural 259 

surface elements. They are used as such if the given radius exceeds the maximum distance between the element’s 260 

vertices and its centroid. They are on the contrary replaced by auxiliary points placed at the centroids of 261 

subdivisions of the surface elements (in green in Figure 4) for smaller radii, with the subdivision level adjusted so 262 

that the distance between one point and its closest neighbor in the cloud never exceeds the radius.  263 

For point clouds built to set the mesh refinement close to an interface, it is noticeable that the point 264 

distribution is almost independent from the parameter C as long as the jump of the field of interest remains sharp 265 

(i. e. the mixture zone is located in a one-cell thick layer, see Figure 5). This is achieved for the liquid-gas model 266 

introduced in Section 2.1 by preventing the numerical dissipation of the gas volume fraction through the VOFIRE 267 

scheme (see Section 2.2 for references).  268 

Finally, the combination of all the proposed indicators is straightforward, by simply taking for one cell the 269 

maximum of all indicated refinement levels. A smoothing step is classically applied to the resultant refinement level 270 

field, to prevent jumps greater than 1 between one cell and its neighbors for a better accuracy. 271 

3.3 Parallel implementation 272 

Although not in the main scope of the current paper, full integration of the proposed adaptive strategy into an 273 

efficient parallel solver is mandatory for its application to the simulation of cases of industrial complexity. We focus 274 

on distributed memory issues, since a complementary shared memory parallel strategy (basically to speed up 275 

internal loops) can still be applied, with no modification due to mesh adaptivity. We thus refer to processing units 276 
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(abbreviated PU) as elementary units with their own memory and exchanging data through a network, one 277 

processing unit being possibly composed of several computing cores sharing its memory. 278 

Some advanced work can be found on this topic in the literature (see for instance Berger and Oliger, 1984 ; 279 

Bergen et al., 2005 ; Sundar et al., 2007). In particular, methods based on forests of octrees appear to be close to 280 

the proposed framework and some significant steps regarding the scalability on hundreds of thousands of PUs have 281 

been taken with mesh management libraries like p4est (Burstedde et al., 2011). However, such applications act only 282 

on the mesh with the objective of strictly balancing the number of cells and faces among the available PU and 283 

limiting the data transfers between PU from one step to the next due to the mesh adaptation. This latter goal is 284 

achieved through a suitable numbering of cells based on a space filling curve (Mokbel and Aref, 2009), producing a 285 

list of cells which can be cut easily to attach a set of cells to each PU while preserving the connectedness of such 286 

groups and thus minimizing the size of the interfaces and the number of cell migrations from one PU to another 287 

during mesh adaptation. 288 

Resorting to an external mesh management tool such a p4est for parallel computation is finally not relevant for 289 

our research, for the following reasons.  290 

- Forests of octrees do not cover all the refinement situations defined in Figure 3.  In particular, they are not 291 

compatible with triangular and tetrahedral base cells, which are especially needed for structural adaptation 292 

(see Sections 4 and 5). 293 

- The load balancing is not related only to the number of cells attached to each PU when fluid-structure 294 

interaction occurs, particularly with immersed structures, since the necessary geometric operations to 295 

build the kinematic links and the computation of the corresponding reaction forces greatly contribute to 296 

the total computational cost of one time step and drastically increase when many linked structural and 297 

fluid nodes are attributed to different PUs, 298 

- As a corollary to the latter point, the optimal domain decomposition for our kind of problems does not rely 299 

on mesh connectivity, but considers instead only the spatial proximity of the cells to attach them to a PU 300 

(see Faucher, 2014), to ensure the best locality of the kinematic links between fluid and structure (or 301 

between structures in contact) ; this contradicts the paradigm of the optimal mesh partitioning obtained 302 

from a space filling curve. 303 

A specific parallel solver is thus derived from the existing domain decomposition formalism, applied to base 304 

cells only, and shall be described in details in future work, along with a particular load-balancing strategy based on 305 

periodic updating of the domain decomposition and a weighting procedure taking into account the different levels 306 

of refinement within each base cell, as well as the specific computational cost of each active cell (necessary to 307 

handle different kinds of elements and materials, for fluid and structure for instance, see again Faucher, 2014 for 308 

details on this topic). This is not implemented in the present research, so only low numbers of subdomains can be 309 

efficiently used and performance results are not provided. Anyway, to ensure that the introduced parallel strategy is 310 
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functional with no restriction regarding the general computational framework described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, all 311 

the simulations presented in the paper are performed in parallel with 8 subdomains. 312 

3.4 Verification test 313 

This section provides a simple case implementing all the numerical features described above, for both physical 314 

modeling and mesh adaptivity, with the purpose at this point of verifying the algorithmic behavior of the proposed 315 

framework. The actual detailed evaluation of the methodology and its confrontation to experimental results are left 316 

for Sections 4 and 5. This test is inspired from an underwater explosion situation and especially exhibits an 317 

interaction between pressure waves followed through a gradient-based indicator and physical interfaces of different 318 

kinds, followed through proximity based indicators. The setup and the base mesh are given in Figure 6.  319 

The results are displayed in Figure 7 in terms of pressure field in the fluid during 1 ms, when the pressure 320 

waves are the most significant in the system, and in Figure 8 in terms of water-air interface and structure motion 321 

up to 15 ms. Although the actual physical solution cannot be discussed for this particular test, the correct mesh 322 

refinement-unrefinement process along wave fronts is verified, as well as the expected capability of the adaptive 323 

solver to precisely capture and preserve sharp fluid interfaces. The absence of spurious pressure wave reflections 324 

through mesh transition is also verified in Figure 7 and is a direct consequence of the accurate management of 325 

constraints acting on hanging nodes through Lagrange Multipliers. 326 

4. Parametric analysis of a simple 3D case implementing the interaction between a failing structure 327 
and a fluid with interface 328 

Sections 4 and 5 are dedicated to the detailed evaluation of the capabilities of the proposed multi-purpose 329 

adaptive framework. The approach is driven by the comparison to the integral experiment described in Section 5. 330 

However, a first step is made using a simpler analytical model implementing similar physics (water pushed at high 331 

speed out of a tank through a failing plate, see Paragraph 5.1), to characterize the effect of various relevant physical 332 

and numerical parameters, such as the refinement processes in fluid and structure separately or the representation 333 

of the water-air interface. 334 

4.1 Test setup and selected numerical models  335 

The case consists of a liquid pushed through a plate with an initial crack. The geometry is simple so that several 336 

combinations of numerical methods and parameters can be tested, with the objective of drawing some relevant 337 

guidelines to be used when dealing with more complex physical systems, as in Section 5.  338 

The physical characteristics of the case and the base meshes for fluid and structure, identical for all the 339 

performed simulations, are given in Figure 9. 340 

We describe in Table 3 the 6 numerical models considered in the proposed parametric analysis. They are 341 

chosen to highlight separately the influence of the fluid modeling, in terms of both mesh adaptation and water-air 342 

interface management, and of the structural mesh refinement level. The material characteristics for air and water 343 

are those given in Figure 6, whereas the plate is made of AU4G 2024-T4 alloy used the final experiment and 344 
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described in Section 5. Structural elements where the failure occurs are deactivated (element erosion) and thus also 345 

removed from the fluid-structure interface, so that the fluid can flow through the opening cracks. 346 

The base meshes are intentionally rather coarse to emphasize the benefits of adaptivity. The edge refinement 347 

introduced above corresponds to another kind of point cloud indicators with the points located in the centers of free 348 

structural edges, leading to refinement localized in the vicinity of the crack borders, improving the accuracy for the 349 

flow where it is mostly needed. Concerning adaptivity in structure, a threshold-base indicator is used (see Section 350 

3.2 and Equation (13)) using the damage indicator from Equation (19), with 0 and 0.8 as minimum and maximum 351 

values respectively. 352 

4.2 Results and interpretations 353 

The simulation results are analyzed according to two complementary points of view (in accordance with the 354 

industrial context introduced in Section 1 and with the integral validation tests in Section 5): 355 

- the prediction of the ultimate structural resistance, characterized by the final crack pattern, 356 

- the prediction of initial conditions for secondary simulations involving the fluid projected across the 357 

structure, characterized by the shape of the water jet. 358 

Depending on the numerical features they implement, models can answer positively to none, one or both of the 359 

objectives listed above, which has also to be cross-referenced with their computational cost to provide the expected 360 

guidelines for more complex tests, to be used in agreement with the actual applicative expectations associated with 361 

the simulations. 362 

To present the physical solution of the problem introduced in Figure 9, the detailed results for Test 4 are given 363 

in Figure 10, for a simulated time of 25 ms, corresponding to the water jet impacting the opposite wall in the air 364 

domain. 365 

For the comparisons between Test 1 to Test 4, we focus on the final crack pattern in the structure, obtained 366 

after 10 ms (Figure 11), and on the water-air interface representation after 20 ms (Figure 12), whereas for the 367 

comparisons between Test 4 to Test 6 in Figure 13,we follow the crack evolution in the plate from 3 ms to 10 ms. 368 

For the presentation of the results in terms of crack propagation with respect to the maximum refinement level 369 

for the structure in below, Test 4 to Test 6 are reordered so as to place the various views in growing order of mesh 370 

refinement. 371 

Figure 13 shows a dependence of both the crack pattern and the crack starting time from the refinement level 372 

(i. e. the cell size at the tip of the cracks). However, it is noteworthy that the crack velocity, once started, is 373 

approximately equal in all cases and that convergence is already achieved for the crack pattern in Test 4. It is also 374 

important to highlight that the observed mesh dependence is almost negligible between Test 4 and Test 6 after 10 375 

ms, leading to the conclusion that the refinement level used in Test 4 is sufficient in the present case.  376 
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The general issue of mesh dependence for the crack starting time is well known (see for instance Geoffroy, 377 

2010 or Song et al., 2008) and goes far beyond the scope of the current paper. In particular, it raises modeling 378 

questions in addition to purely computational ones. The continuous model indeed exhibits a strong singularity at 379 

both tips of the initial crack, producing a non-physical infinite stress state. Physically, the real stress state would be 380 

deduced from the initial thickness of the actual crack and should be recovered when the local cell size gets close to 381 

this value.  382 

To complement on this topic, Figure 14-a provides the results obtained with a fully refined plate mesh with a 383 

cell size equal to that at the highest refinement level in Test 6. The crack starting time and the starting direction are 384 

again different from those in Test 4 and Test 6, and can approximately be retrieved by adding to Test 4 the initial 385 

forced refinement at the crack tips (see Figure 14-b and Figure 14-c), thus separating the effects of mesh refinement 386 

on crack initiation and crack propagation respectively. Anyway, given the statements above and in a technical field 387 

like structural failure in dynamics where solutions are classically not unique, especially when fluid-structure 388 

interaction is considered, these new solutions have no reason to be considered better than the solutions from Test 4 389 

or Test 6 in Figure 13 and the suitable cell size at the tip of the cracks, as well as the parameters for mesh adaptation 390 

with respect to the local damage state, are thus to be specifically chosen taking into account some additional 391 

geometric elements, as well as experimental data if available. 392 

We finally provide the computation times associated with all the tests run in this section in Table 4, on a 393 

strictly indicative basis due the non-optimum adaptive parallel solver currently penalized by high refinement levels 394 

increasing the load imbalance (see Section 2.3.4). It can be seen that the critical time step is classically imposed by 395 

the size of the structural elements, since the number of time cycles doubles when the maximum refinement level is 396 

increased by one. This confirms the conclusion from the above paragraph, since Test 6 is strongly penalized by the 397 

extra-refinement of the plate. The described situation can yet strongly evolve if a proper subcycling strategy is 398 

added to the proposed computational framework, which is rather classical with adaptivity and part of the prospects 399 

for our research (see in particular the work on spatial time-step partitioning for fast transient dynamics in Casadei 400 

and Halleux, 2009). 401 

The second main lesson from Table 4 is that using the VOFIRE anti-dissipation scheme in the fluid 402 

approximately doubles the cost of the simulation, which is due to both the scheme itself and (more importantly) to 403 

the increase of the number of fluid cells induced by the associated refinement indicator. 404 

5. High-resolution simulations of a complex integral experiment involving a failing tank under 405 
impact 406 

5.1 Short presentation of the experimental program 407 

An extensive description of the program can be found in Maurel, 2008 and Caleyron, 2012, also providing 408 

comparisons to simulation results obtained with Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics models (Monaghan, 1988), for 409 

both fluid and structure, also presented in Caleyron et al., 2013. 410 
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Using the drop tower from ONERA, Lille, France, it consists in a series of impacts on a steel tank filled with 411 

water and equipped at its bottom with an aluminum plate showing various openings to let the inner liquid leak. 412 

Figure 15 presents some views of the test bed and its principal dimensions. 413 

Among the available tests, three are selected for their specific features summarized in Table 5 (reference names 414 

are taken from the original designation of the tests in the program). In all cases, the specimen is made of AU4G 415 

2024-T4 aluminum alloy, whereas both the piston and the lateral tank surface are made of elastic steel. A sensor is 416 

implemented inside the tank, placed 3.75 cm above the bottom of the specimen, to measure the time evolution of 417 

the internal fluid pressure. The global validation process of the proposed computational methodology with 418 

confrontation against this test is as follows. 419 

Firstly, Test E20A5 implements a simple and stiff specimen with a regular hole, so that the internal pressure in 420 

the tank is mostly influenced by the motion of the lateral tank surface and the internal pressure time history from 421 

this test is used to quantitatively evaluate the dynamic response of the mechanical model composed of the piston, 422 

the tank and the inner water. 423 

Secondly, Test FXA5 additionally introduces a flexible specimen with large deflection and opening of a pre-cut 424 

strip with no structural failure. Again, internal pressure is directly influenced by the leaking flow rate and thus the 425 

structural motion, so that the related time history is used to quantitatively confront the capability of the proposed 426 

solver to accurately reproduce the interaction between the inner water and the specimen, given that the other fluid-427 

structure interactions in the model have been validated from the previous test. The final shape of the specimen is 428 

also a direct consequence of the fluid-structure forces seen during the leaking transient, in terms of both global 429 

deflection of the plate and opening angle of the strip and this data thus yields another quantitative evaluation of the 430 

accuracy of the proposed computational methodology. 431 

Finally, Test FXA5 adds damage and failure in the specimen, to complete the expected validation spectrum. 432 

The principal quantitative evaluation of the solving process comes from the final crack paths and lengths at the end 433 

of the simulation, directly influenced, as above, by the leaking transient and especially by the capability of the solver 434 

to reproduce the water flow through the opening cracks. 435 

Secondary validation data are provided by high-speed camera views of the water jet in the visualization 436 

chamber below the test specimen. Relevant views are available for Tests E20A5 and FUA5 (see Figure 16). Due to 437 

the shape of the opening in the specimen in test FXA5, no distinct view of the jet is obtained with the camera. 438 

Moreover, as the water cast shadows on the specimen, no direct view of the structural strains and cracks is available 439 

either during the tests, so that quantitative comparison for structural behavior can only be made with the final 440 

shape of the specimen. 441 

We emphasize the fact that if the primary features listed above provide solid, yet indirect, validation of the high 442 

accuracy of the multi-purpose adaptive framework built in the current paper, this secondary validation directly 443 

highlights the enhanced resolution coming from the proposed approach in terms of water-air interface tracking and 444 

liquid jet dynamics. 445 
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5.2 Numerical models 446 

The common features of the models are described in Figure 17.  447 

In all cases, for the sake of simplicity, the specimen is modeled with plate finite elements, even for Test E20A5, 448 

where it is rather thick. In this latter case, the size of the elements where the plate experiences the maximum 449 

bending is chosen relatively coarse to produce an acceptable ratio between planar dimensions and thickness. 450 

For Test FXA5, two meshes are tested for the thin central part of the plate, in contact with water: one 451 

quadrilateral mesh and one triangular mesh, the latter inducing anisotropy which may prove useful for the crack 452 

propagation (even if the quadrangular mesh used in Section 4 does not suggest any need for extra anisotropy at this 453 

point). The different plate meshes are shown in Figure 18, where we identify in dark grey the part of the plate which 454 

is not in contact with the fluid. This part has the same thickness in all the tests (25 mm). 455 

For all models, the material characteristics for air and water are again those given in Figure 6, both the piston 456 

and the lateral tank surface are made of elastic steel, whereas an elastic-thermoviscoplatic  constitutive law with 457 

ductile failure is used  for the specimen. The material law is shortly described in the next paragraph, as well as the 458 

identification of its parameters for the specific AU4G-2024-T4 alloy. 459 

All the models implement the VOFIRE scheme for the representation of the water-air interface. It is 460 

deactivated (with no influence on the global solution) at the water-piston interface, since in this very configuration, 461 

where small amounts of water can pass through the interface due to the piston motion, preventing the dissipation 462 

inside the air domain can lead to numerical instabilities. 463 

Parameters for mesh adaptivity used in the simulations are finally given in Table 6. It is chosen not to force any 464 

initial refinement at the crack tips for Test FXA5, taking into account that the actual initial notches are relatively 465 

thick (from the photographs of the specimen before testing, see Caleyron et al., 2013) and that an excessive stress 466 

concentration should thus be avoided in this configuration. Finally, due to the small size of the tank, mesh 467 

adaptation related to the pressure gradient is not implemented, since the waves travel fast in the water between the 468 

piston and the specimen, making the internal pressure rapidly almost homogeneous and the tracking of wave fronts 469 

unnecessary. 470 

5.3 Material model for aluminum alloy AU4G 2024-T4 under impact leading to failure 471 

5.3.1 Short description of the selected constitutive law 472 

The material model is taken from the work from Aune et al., 2016, from the Norwegian University of Science 473 

and Technology, providing, in collaboration with the Joint Research Center of the European Commission, a model 474 

for elastic-thermoviscoplaticity and ductile failure particularly suited for steel and aluminum alloys under impact. 475 

It is based on the modified Johnson-Cook model (Johnson and Cook, 1983), where the strain-rate term is adjusted 476 

so as to avoid non-physical softening (Ortiz and Camacho, 1997, Børvik et al., 2001). The original representation of 477 

the strain hardening is also replaced by the saturation-type rule from Voce, 1948 to prevent numerical instabilities, 478 

so that the yield function writes: 479 
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where  
eqσ  is the Von Mises equivalent stress, 481 

 A is the initial yield stress in the material, 482 

 p is the equivalent plastic strain, i. e. the energy-conjugated variable to the equivalent stress, while p& is 483 

the equivalent plastic strain rate and  is the dimensionless plastic strain rate with 0p&  the 484 

reference strain rate, 485 

 T* is the dimensionless temperature, expressed as ( ) ( )*

r mT T T T T= − − , with T the absolute 486 

temperature, Tr the absolute temperature of the room and Tm the absolute melting temperature, 487 

 Q1, C1, Q2 and C2 are material parameters used in the expression of the strain hardening term, 488 

 C is a material parameter used in the expression of the strain-rate hardening term, 489 

 m is a material parameter used in the expression of the temperature softening term. 490 

Temperature is obtained from the thermal energy balance per unit volume using adiabatic conditions: 491 
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where  χ  is the Taylor-Quinney coefficient representing the fraction of the plastic power converted into heat 493 

(often set to 0.9 in the literature), 494 

 ρ is the density of the material, 495 

 Cp is its specific heat capacity. 496 

The failure criterion associated to the model above is taken from Cockcroft and Latham, 1968, and is based on 497 

the plastic work per unit volume, expressed as: 498 

p

1
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W W
= = σ∫  (17) 499 

where  Wc  is the failure material parameter, which can be found by integrating the major principal stress in a 500 

uniaxial tension test during the entire equivalent plastic strain path until the plastic strain at failure pf. 501 

1σ  stands for the positive part of the first principal stress. Failure classically occurs when the damage 502 

parameter reaches 1. Though relatively simple, this criterion has given equally good results as more complex 503 

criteria and especially accounts for both deviatoric and hydrostatic stress states (see Børvik et al., 2009 ; Kane et al., 504 

2011 ; Dey et al., 2006). 505 

*

0p p p=& & &
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5.3.2 Quick identification of material parameters for aluminum alloy AU4G 2024-T4  506 

We propose a quick identification based only on the quasi-static traction curve found in Suffis, 2004 and 507 

replicated in Figure 19. This strategy is supported by the following assumptions, which allow setting the parameters 508 

for the strain-rate hardening term and the temperature softening term (the density, elastic parameter and initial 509 

yield stress for plasticity are taken directly from Suffis, 2004): 510 

- aluminum alloys are known to be rather insensitive to strain rate, so an arbitrary small value is chosen for 511 

the exponent parameter C, as well as a classical value for the reference strain rate 
0p&  of very limited 512 

influence in the present case, 513 

- the exact melting temperature for this specific alloy in the T4 state is hard to find, but a value of 620°C 514 

(893 K) is coherent with the range of values found in the literature for the AU4G 2024 series of alloys, and 515 

is therefore chosen, 516 

- values from the literature are also chosen for the specific heat capacity and the Taylor-Quinney coefficient 517 

(see previous section), 518 

- the exponent parameter m for the thermal softening term is simply set to 1. 519 

Under these hypotheses, it is licit to identify the remaining parameters Q1, C1, Q2 and C2 of the strain 520 

hardening term from the quasi-static traction curve only, which is done through a basic Monte-Carlo analysis using 521 

a simple traction test on one single hexahedral finite element. Knowing the parameters above, the failure parameter 522 

Wc  is easily adjusted to match the maximum strain at failure. 523 

The results are given in Figure 19 in terms of reproduction of the reference strain-stress traction curve until 524 

failure and in Table 7  in terms of values for all the parameters to be used in Sections 4 and 5. 525 

5.4 Simulation results and comparison with experimental data 526 

5.3.1 Test E20A5 527 

Figure 20 displays the water jet below the specimen throughout the simulation up to 1 ms, with an additional 528 

view of the mesh adaptation process in the fluid domain at time 1 ms. The time history of the internal tank pressure 529 

up to 1.5 ms, compared to experimental data, is presented in Figure 21.  530 

The primary validation objective (i. e. the correct reproduction of the evolution of the pressure inside the tank 531 

can be considered as achieved. The general evolution of the pressure, the extremum levels and the signal main 532 

frequency are relatively correctly reproduced up to 0.5 ms. After that, the global pressure decay remains acceptable, 533 

but a significant phase shift appears, suggesting that the interaction between the tank vibration and the jet is not 534 

accurately captured. It must be taken into account that the low compressibility of the water makes this quantity 535 

rather sensitive to structural boundary conditions in the tank. A more accurate representation would require the 536 

gathering of additional technological data about the test mock-up. 537 
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We consider anyway that the obtained results validate the modeling of the lateral surface of the tank to be used 538 

in the next simulations especially dedicated to the analysis of the behavior of the bottom specimen. 539 

The secondary validation objective related to the water shape is only partially achieved. The jet tips are very 540 

different in the experiment and in the simulation: the jet does not turn into a spray at its extremity and seems to 541 

travel faster in the simulation. Some oscillations are captured in the radius of the computed water jet, producing 542 

shapes quite close to the bulbs observed in Figure 19-a, but the simulation does not accurately reproduce the 543 

frequency of bulbs.  544 

The difference between the computed and observed water jet tips result from two phenomena which are not 545 

accounted for in the proposed numerical model: phase change when the jet expands laterally just below the hole 546 

and fragmentation into droplets due to the friction against the air. Increasing the resolution of the jet 547 

representation in this situation logically emphasizes these modeling shortcomings, whose effects are much less 548 

significant with the more complex specimen openings in the next cases. 549 

Concerning the radial oscillations in the jet, their presence demonstrates as above that some relevant 550 

characteristics of the coupled fluid-structure system are actually modeled, yet with a lack of accuracy regarding the 551 

matching frequencies between the tank and the jet. Again, going further is a specific research topic out of the scope 552 

of the current article, which focuses on the more realistic tests where the leaking jet is directly related to the 553 

dynamics of the specimen. 554 

5.3.2 Test FUA5 555 

We provide in Figure 22 the evolution of the water jet up to 1.8 ms.  556 

Figure 23 then compares the simulated shape of the water jet after 1.25 ms to the experimental view from 557 

Figure 16-b and Figure 24 presents the time history of the internal tank pressure, again compared to the 558 

experimental reference.  559 

We provide in Figure 25 views of the final state of the plate. The simulation is not run until the elastic strain 560 

vanishes after the full draining of the tank, but the permanent plastic strain is fully established and does not evolve 561 

anymore after 1.5 ms.  562 

The first primary validation objective related to the evolution of the pressure inside the tank is again 563 

considered as achieved. The general evolution of the pressure is correctly reproduced, and especially the global 564 

reduction of the pressure levels brought by the deformation of the specimen. The bad reproduction of the first peak 565 

questions the measures in this specific case, since this peak does not depend on the implemented specimen and the 566 

simulated level matches the one obtained in Test E20A5. This does not modify the given positive status. 567 

The second primary objective is also achieved, since the final deflection of the specimen and opening angle of 568 

the strip are very accurately reproduced (see Figure 25-c). The slightly plastified zone on the contour of the plate 569 

sets the final curvature of the specimen whereas the significantly more plastified zones at the corners of the strip 570 

determine the angle between the strip and the rest of the plate, to be compared to the one on the photograph of the 571 
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specimen after the test. In both cases, the quantitative agreement between simulation and experiment is very 572 

satisfactory. 573 

The secondary validation objective related to the shape of the water jet is also achieved with no restriction in 574 

this case. The angle of the jet is accurately captured, its length is correctly computed and the simulation especially 575 

reproduces the variation in the apparent jet curvature brought by the elastic springback of the metallic strip, 576 

validating indirectly the correct reproduction of the dynamics of the specimen. More qualitatively, this springback, 577 

occurring after 0.8 ms, results in the scattering of the primary water flow through the plate before the 578 

establishment of a secondary flow once the opening stabilized (with waves in the jet due to the residual oscillations 579 

of the strip).  580 

5.3.3 Test FXA5 581 

Figure 26 first displays some results obtained with the purely quadrangular mesh for the plate, in terms of 582 

water jet shape and structural failure pattern after 2 ms. The numerical solution does not show any significant 583 

defect, but it exhibits on the contrary an excessive isotropy in the plate failure process, helped by the very accurate 584 

and regular proposed computational framework. This configuration is thus discarded in favour of the second 585 

configuration with a triangular mesh in the failing part of the specimen, benefiting from the anisotropy brought by 586 

the triangles to get closer to the actual physics involved in the experiments. 587 

The evolution of the water jet up to 2 ms in the selected configuration is then presented in Figure 27, whereas 588 

close-up views of the jet interacting with the cracks and of the mesh adaptation are provided in Figure 28.  589 

Figure 29 then focuses on the crack pattern obtained with the triangular mesh for the specimen, with a 590 

comparison of both the shapes and lengths of the computed cracks to the experimental reference. It also presents 591 

the mesh adaptation process in the structure, allowing a very sharp representation of the cracks. 592 

To illustrate the variations in the deflections of the petals due to fluid-structure interaction and secondary 593 

water flows, the vertical displacement at the tips of the petals are plotted in Figure 30, which also demonstrates that 594 

the simulation is stopped after the global elastic springback of the specimen and that the failing process is indeed 595 

actually terminated at time 2 ms. 596 

Concerning the validation analysis for this particular test, it must be taken into account that introducing failure 597 

in the physical system inevitably yields some dispersion in the results (both experimental and numerical). 598 

The primary validation objective can yet be considered as fully achieved. The final lengths of the cracks are 599 

very accurately reproduced in the simulation. The crack paths are in good agreement between simulation and 600 

experiment, especially in terms of average curvature. Like for the test FUA5, this is an indirect quantitative 601 

validation of the accuracy of the fluid-structure solver, obtained with no a posteriori calibration as stated in Section 602 

2.  603 

Concerning the secondary validation objective, related to the opening kinematics of the specimen, only 604 

qualitative statements can be given since the available photographs do not allow reliable displacement measures.  605 
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Anyway, by comparing the final shapes in Figure 29-b, we can affirm that the deflection amplitudes of the petals are 606 

correctly reproduced, as well as the variations between the deflections of the different petals (one opening 607 

significantly more the others).  608 

The capture of secondary flows occurring horizontally at a very small scale between petals with different 609 

deflections was a major expectation for this test and represents a significant achievement of the proposed high-610 

resolution computational framework, even though unfortunately no experimental result can directly confront these 611 

results.  612 

6. Conclusion and prospects 613 

A high-resolution computational framework combining accuracy and robustness through generic mesh 614 

adaptivity is proposed and fully described in the present paper, to provide advanced numerical results related to the 615 

response of fluid-structure systems under impact, with fluid interfaces and potential structural failures. The 616 

numerical characteristics of the coupled scheme are extensively analyzed through a parametric study based on a 617 

significant 3D test and it is then confronted against complex experiments with very satisfactory validation results. 618 

Future steps will be driven by the need for a computational efficiency matching the physical capabilities of the 619 

introduced methodology, with two major well identified directions. 620 

The first direction is related to time multi-scale algorithms, also called spatial time-step partitioning in some 621 

references, to overcome the problematics specific to explicit integration that the local reduction of the cell size with 622 

mesh adaptivity will classically result in a reduction of the global time step used for all the cells in the model. 623 

Making the time-step non-local through the proposed generalized subcycling techniques, which allows to account 624 

also for the evolution of the stability condition with the grid motion, is a solution frequently discussed in the 625 

literature, and it still has to be made fully compatible with scalable parallel algorithms, since it often goes against 626 

the optimization of the load balancing among numerous computational units. 627 

The second direction is especially dedicated to high-performance computing (with an optimized time-stepping 628 

approach or not), with the requirement of implementing into the parallel framework the same level of adaptivity as 629 

it is done for the mesh. It has been shown that the complex physics addressed in the proposed research, and 630 

particularly fluid-structure interaction, reaches the limits of strongly optimized mesh adaptation libraries due to the 631 

need for partitioning techniques unrelated to the mesh connectivity, which breaks the paradigm for their high-level 632 

scalability and forces the development of new and rather specific adaptive parallel algorithms. 633 
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Tables 729 

C  sound speed P∞
 

parameter for stiffened gases accounting for 
the molecular attraction effects 

ic  mass fraction for component i Nn 1

F

+
 fluid connection matrix at step n 

iα  volumetric fraction for component i Nn 1

S

+
 structural connection matrix at step n 

fS F→
 structural forces on fluid P  fluid pressure 

fF S→
 fluid forces on structure E  fluid total energy 

F
n 1F

vol

+

 nodal fluid body forces at step n+1 q structural displacement 

F
n 1S

vol

+

 nodal structural body forces at step n+1 Q n 1+  nodal structural displacement at step n+1 

Fn 1

transport

+
 nodal fluid transport forces at step n+1 u fluid velocity 

Fn 1

internal

+
 nodal structural internal forces at step n+1 Un 1+  nodal fluid velocities at step n+1 

Fn 1

pressure

+
 nodal fluid pressure forces at step n+1 ε structural strain tensor 

Mn 1

F

+
 variable mass matrix for fluid at step n+1 σ  structural stress tensor 

M S
 constant mass matrix for structure Λ

n 1+  Lagrange multipliers at step n+1 

γ specific heat ratio for gases and stiffened 
gases 

ρ fluid density 

q formation energy for stiffened gases   

Table 1 : Nomenclature for Section 2 730 

Field update when splitting a cell Field update when unsplitting a cell 

Nodal displacement and velocity for 
new nodes: obtained from field 
reconstruction through shape 
functions inside master element 
(acceleration computed during the 
next explicit time step) 

 

Element variables within split cells: 

- density, fluid total energy, total 
stress and internal variables copied 
from master element, 

- no need to transfer pressure 
(computed during the next explicit 
time step) 

Nothing to do for nodal variables 

Element variables within unsplit cell: 

- compute density from total mass and volume: 

i i i
child i child i

 V / V
   

ρ = ρ   
   
∑ ∑  (10-a) 

- compute fluid total energy (if needed) from total energy and 
mass: 

i i i i i
child i child i

 E E V / V
   

= ρ ρ   
   
∑ ∑  (10-b) 

- compute total stress or internal variable W (a tensor in the 
general case) by taking the mean value from the children: 

[ ]W Wi
child i

number of children /
 

=  
 
∑  (10-c) 

- no need to transfer pressure (computed during the next 
explicit time step) 

Table 2: Field update during mesh adaptation 731 

 732 
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Basic model Progressive improvement of the fluid mesh adaptivity and modelling 

Test 1 

Adaptivity in structure 
and basic modeling for 

fluid 

Test 2 

Adaptivity in structure 
and basic FSI adaption in 

fluid 

Test 3 

Adaptivity in structure 
and additional edge 
refinement in fluid 

Test 4 

Adaptivity in structure 
and VOFIRE scheme for 

fluid interface with 
associated refinement 

Maximum refinement 
level in structure: 4 

No refinement in fluid 

No anti-dissipation for 
water-air interface 

Maximum refinement 
level in structure: 4 

Maximum refinement 
level for FSI adaption 

in fluid: 2 

No anti-dissipation for 
water-air interface 

Maximum refinement 
level in structure: 4 

Maximum refinement 
level for FSI adaption in 

fluid: 2 

Maximum level for 
additional edge 

refinement in fluid: 3 

No anti-dissipation for 
water-air interface 

Maximum refinement 
level in structure: 4 

VOFIRE anti-
dissipation for water-

air interface 

Maximum refinement 
level for VOFIRE 

driven adaptivity: 3 

Maximum level for 
additional edge 

refinement in fluid: 3 

 733 

Sensitivity to the maximum structural refinement level 

Test 5 

VOFIRE scheme in fluid and reduced 
adaptivity in structure 

Test 6 

VOFIRE scheme in fluid and enhanced 
adaptivity in structure 

Maximum refinement level in 
structure: 3 

VOFIRE anti-dissipation for water-air 
interface 

Maximum refinement level for VOFIRE 
driven adaptivity: 3 

Maximum level for additional edge 
refinement in fluid: 3 

Maximum refinement level in 
structure: 5 

VOFIRE anti-dissipation for water-air 
interface 

Maximum refinement level for VOFIRE 
driven adaptivity: 3 

Maximum level for additional edge 
refinement in fluid: 3 

Table 3: Considered numerical models 734 

 735 

 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 

Number of 
time cycles 

19 700 17 770 18 070 18 060 9 210 36 050 

Elapsed 
time 

1 085 s 3 129 s 1 7 131 s 36 170 s 16 330 s 71 614 s 

Table 4: Indicative computation times for Test 1 to Test 6 736 

 737 

Reference 
name 

Characteristics Primary validation features 

E20A5 

Thick specimen (thickness: 25 mm) 

Large circular hole (diameter: 20 mm) 

Impact velocity: 5 m.s-1 

Validation of the fluid-structure model in 
terms of water/tank/piston modeling. 

Validation data: internal tank pressure. 

FUA5 

Thin specimen (thickness: 2 mm) 

U-shaped initial crack (i.e. square strip 
with 3 free edges, edge length: 20 mm) 

Impact velocity: 5 m.s-1 

Additional validation of the fluid-structure 
interaction with strong coupling between flow 
and finite displacements of the specimen. 

Validation of the plasticity model. 

Validation data: internal tank pressure and 
final shape of the specimen (opening angle of 
the strip in particular). 

FXA5 

Thin specimen (thickness: 2 mm) 

X-shaped initial crack (i. e. 2 orthogonal 
notches of 20 mm each) 

Impact velocity: 5 m.s-1 

Additional validation of the failure model. 

Validation data: final crack paths in the 
specimen and opening kinematics.  

Table 5: Selected tests for simulation/experiment comparison 738 
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 739 

Fluid-piston 
interface 

Fluid-specimen 
interface 

Water-air interface 
Structural damage 

and failure (test 
FXA5 only) 

Fluid-structure point 
cloud refinement 

indicator for the fluid 

Maximum level: 2 

Fluid-structure point 
cloud refinement 

indicator for the fluid 

Maximum level: 3 

VOFIRE point cloud 
refinement indicator 

for the fluid 

Maximum level: 3 

Threshold-based 
refinement indicator 

using damage variable 
from 0 to 0.8 

Minimum level: 0 

Maximum level: 4 

Table 6: Parameters for mesh adaptivity in fluid and structure 740 

 741 

Density Elasticity Strain hardening term for plasticity 

ρ E ν A Q1 C1 Q2 C2 

[kg.m-3] [Mpa] [-] [Mpa] [Mpa] [-] [Mpa] [-] 

2 780 74 000 0.3 314 49.8 105 505 5 

        

Strain-rate hardening 
term for plasticity 

Thermal softening term for plasticity Failure 

C 0p&  Cp χ Tr Tm m Wc 

[-] [s-1] [J.Kg-1.K-1] [-] [K] [K] [-] [MPa] 

0.001 0.0005 910 0.9 293 893 1 156 

Table 7: Final set of material parameters for AU4G 2024-T4 742 

Figures 743 

 

Continuous constraint: 

 ( )q u nS F 0− ⋅ =&   (7-a) 

along the structure 

 

Discrete constraint: 

 [ ]( )Q U nS F jij
0  − ⋅ = 

&  (7-b) 

 for each fluid node i on the fluid-
structure interface, associated with 

the structure node j 

 

Discrete constraint: 

 [ ]Q U n
N

S F Sij
j 1

0
=

 
  − ⋅ =  

 
∑ & %  (7-c)  

for each fluid node i on the 
structure influence domain, 

associated with a set of N structural 
nodes defining an approximate 

normal direction nS
%  

(a) Continuous system for shell 
structure (in red) immersed in a 

fluid 

(b) Discrete model with conforming 
meshes for structure and fluid 

Links are nodal and permanent (yet 
with variable coefficients due the 
evolution of the normal direction to 
the structure) 

(c) Discrete model with immersed-
boundary type links and 

independent meshes 

Links are obtained at each time 
step by sorting the entities and 
associating each fluid node to the 
closest structural element or node 

Figure 1: Two main classes of fluid-structure models and associated computational operations 744 

 745 

S 

F 

S 

F 

S 
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(a) h-refinement through 
successive non-conforming cell 
subdivisions producing hanging 

nodes 

(b) h-refinement with additional 
triangulation to eliminate hanging 

nodes 

(c) h-refinement with directional 
subdivisions and no hanging node 

(limited to cartesian grids) 

   

(d) Patch-based h-refinement, close 
to multi-model and multi-grid 

techniques 

(e) p-refinement through successive 
increases of the order of shape 

functions (producing new internal 
nodes, edge nodes and hanging 

nodes) 

(f) s-refinement through dedicated 
grid motion keeping the number of 

nodes constant 

Figure 2: Short classification of mesh adaptive refinement techniques  746 

 747 

    

(a) Triangle splitting (b) Quadrangle splitting 

    

(c) Tetrahedron splitting (d) Hexahedron splitting 

Figure 3: Cell splitting scheme 748 

 

 

  

(a) 2D case (b) 3D case 

Figure 4: Point cloud building for fluid mesh refinement close to a structure 749 

i 

j 

k 

i 

j 

k 

j 

k 
j 

k 

l 

m n 

i i 

R1 

R2 

Surface mesh of the 
structure (or its contour 
for continuum 
structural elements) 
Primary  cloud point used  
for a large radius R1 

Auxiliary cloud point 
required for a smaller 
radius R2 

R1 R2 

Surface quadrangular mesh 
of the structure (or its 
contour for continuum 
structural elements) 

Surface triangular mesh of 
the structure (or its contour 
for continuum structural 
elements) 

Primary cloud point used  
for a large radius R1 

R1 R2 

Auxiliary cloud point required 
for a smaller radius R2 
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 750 

 

The interface is identified as the jump of an elementary field F, classically 
varying between 0 and 1 (for instance, the volume fraction of one 
component for a multi-component fluid model). 

Primary cloud points, placed at the centroids of cells where the 
value W of the field is such that:  

C F 1 C≤ ≤ −  (15-a) 

where C is a user-defined strictly positive parameter. 

Secondary cloud points, placed at the centroids of cells for which 
the expression below, involving the cell’s neighbors, holds: 

( )i j
i,j neighbors

max F F C
∈

− ≥  (15-b) 

Figure 5: Point cloud building for fluid mesh refinement close to an interface 751 

 752 

 

The structure is immersed in the water. Its mesh is initially aligned 
on the fluid mesh to accurately define the trapped air volume. 

The contour of the fluid domain is a closed box. 

Dimensions:  

- Square box : 1 m x 1 m 

- Air bubble initial radius: 0.1 m 

- Structure initial radius: 0.2 m 

- Structure thickness: 1 cm 

Material parameters: 

- Air (stiffened gas): Pini=1 bar, ρini=1 kg.m-3, γ=1.4,  P∞ = 0 bar, q = 
0 

- High pressure air bubble (stiffened gas): Pini=100 bar,      ρini=100 
kg.m-3, γ=1.4,  P∞ = 0 bar, q = 0 

- Water (stiffened gas): ): Pini=1 bar, ρini=1000 kg.m-3, γ=4.4,         
P∞ = 4500 bar, q = 0 

- Structure (elastic steel): ρ=7800 kg.m-3, Poisson’s ratio η=0.3, 
Young’s modulus E=200.109 Pa 

Figure 6: Verification test - Setup and mesh 753 

 754 

  
(a) Time = 0.25 ms 

Primary wave propagation from the high pressure 
bubble 

(b) Time = 0.5 ms 

Primary wave reflection on both the structure and the 
water-air free interface (producing a rarefaction wave) 

F = 0 

F = 1 

Water 

Air 

Air 

High pressure 
air bubble 

Structure 

Air 
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(c) Time = 0.75 ms 

Interaction between reflected waves and primary 
wave reflection on the bottom right corner of the box 

(d) Time = 1 ms 

Multiple waves in the fluid domain and disappearance 
of a dominant wave pattern 

Figure 7: Verification test - Pressure waves propagation in the fluid up to 1 ms 755 

 756 

 

  
(a) Time = 5 ms (b) Time = 10 ms 

  757 
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(c) Time = 15 ms (d) Time = 15 ms, no mesh display for a better 
visualization of interfaces 

 

The initial location of the structure is displayed in white on the different views. 

As expected, the refinement associated to the pressure gradient almost vanishes (it reappears 
when the water impacts the top left corner of the box). 

The mesh refinement and the anti-dissipative VOFIRE scheme allow a sharp representation of the 
water-air interface. In particular, the trapped air volume inside the structure is perfectly 
conserved, as shown in (d). 

Figure 8: Verification test – Structure and interface motion up to 15 ms 758 

 759 

 

 

(a) General view 

The envelope of the fluid domain is a rigid wall. 
The front compartment is filled with air and the 
back compartment (in blue) is filled with water. 
The structure presents a diagonal initial crack 
of length 21 cm.  

(b) Lateral view 

The right face (in red) is moved to push the 
liquid through the plate (imposing an ALE 
representation for the fluid domain). The piston 
velocity Vp is set to 10 m.s-1 during 10 ms, and 
to zero thereafter. The fluid is initially at rest at 
the pressure of 1 bar. 

2 m 

1 m 

1 m 
Vp 
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(c) Base fluid mesh (31 250 cells) (d) Base mesh for the plate (484 cells) 

Figure 9: Simple 3D case setup and meshes 760 

 761 

   

(a) Time = 2 ms (b) Time = 3 ms 

Diagonal crack propagation under 
the fluid pressure. 

(c) Time = 4 ms 

Rotation of the cracks due to the 
inner adaptation of the liquid 
pressure to the plate motion in the 
vicinity of the crack. 

   

(d) Time = 5 ms 

Sudden rotation and branching of 
the cracks close to the boundary 
condition. 

(e) Time = 7 ms 

Propagation of the secondary 
cracks. 

(f) Time = 10 ms 

Final crack pattern almost reached. 
New opening mechanism in the 
plate and start of the main crossing 
liquid flow. 

  762 
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(g) Time = 15 ms (h) Time = 20 ms (i) Time = 25 ms 

Water jet impacting the opposite 
wall of the fluid domain. 

Development of the water jet. 

Figure 10: Description of the physical solution from Test 4 results 763 

 764 

  

(a) Test 1: no adaptivity in the fluid (b) Test 2: moderate adaptivity close to the structure 

The representation of the fluid is too coarse to capture the pressure adaptation to the plate motion, resulting in a 
wrong crack pattern, quite similar to that obtained with uniform pressure on the plate in this configuration. 

  

(c) Test 3: improved adaptivity close to the crack edges (4) Test 4: additional implementation of the VOFIRE 
anti-dissipative scheme for the water-air interface 

representation 

The fluid mesh refinement in the vicinity of the crack edges allows retrieving the correct crack pattern. Adding 
anti-dissipation for the representation of the water-air interface brings little improvement for this topic. 

Figure 11: Final crack pattern comparison for Test 1 to Test 4 765 

 766 
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(a) Test 1 

The fluid mesh is completely unable to resolve the 
liquid behavior close to the cracks: the velocity and 

pressure field are too coarse and the interface is very 
diffused. 

(b) Test 2 

Refining the fluid mesh close to the structure improves 
the velocity field (and thus the pressure field) but the 
accuracy is still insufficient near the cracks and the 

interface is again very diffused. 

  

(c) Test 3 

The additional refinement near the crack edges brings 
the needed accuracy for the velocity and pressure 

fields. The interface remains strongly diffused and its 
shape is rather coarse. 

(d) Test 4 

Implementing anti-dissipation with the associated 
mesh refinement finally provides a very significant 

increase of accuracy for the interface representation. 

Figure 12: Interface shape comparison for Test 1 to Test 4 (field in fluid: water volumetric fraction, varying from 0 in blue to 1 in 767 
red) 768 

   

(a) Test 5, time = 3 ms (b) Test 4, time = 3 ms (c) Test 6, time = 3 ms 

   

(d) Test 5, time = 5 ms (e) Test 4, time = 5 ms (f) Test 6, time = 5 ms 
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(g) Test 5, time = 10 ms (h) Test 4, time = 10 ms (i) Test 6, time = 10 ms 

Figure 13: Crack propagation comparison for Test 4 to Test 6 769 

 770 

   

(a) Uniform refinement of plate mesh (level = 5): crack evolution at times 3, 5 and 10 ms from left to right 

 

(b) Test 4 with forced initial refinement (level = 5) at crack tips 

   

(c) Corresponding crack evolution at times 3, 5 and 10 ms from left to right 

Figure 14: Crack propagation with alternate solutions for plate mesh refinement 771 

 772 
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 773 

  

 

 

 

 M S H  

 245 kg 8 cm 23 cm  

(a) Drop tower from ONERA, Lille, 
France 

(b) Test apparatus (c) Schematics and main 
dimensions 

Figure 15: Test bed for experimental program 774 

 775 

  

(a) View of the water jet in test E20A5 3 ms after the 
impact of the projectile 

(b) View of the water jet in test FUA5 1.25 ms after the 
impact of the projectile 

Figure 16: High-speed camera views of the water jet in Tests E20A5 and FUA5 (test specimen on the right and flow from right to 776 
left) 777 

 778 

Steel 
piston 

Steel 
tank 

Aluminum 
test specimen 

Falling 
projectile 
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(a) Top part of the model 

The projectile is modeled as a rigid 
plane with the correct mass and 
initial velocity in contact with the 
piston. 

The fully represented piston slides 
inside the tank. 

An air domain of arbitrary volume 
is modeled above the water 
domain. 

(b) Middle part of the model 

The water interacts with the bottom 
face of the piston and with the 
specimen through immersed 
boundary-type interfaces (thus 
needing the air volume above the 
water domain), with local mesh 
refinement and with the flexible part 
of the lateral surface of the tank 
through a regular conforming 
interface. 

The massive piece at the bottom of 
the tank is shown (transparent) in 
the figure but not meshed and 
replaced by a rigid wall condition for 
the fluid. 

(c) Bottom part of the model 

The specimen is clamped at the 
distance from the axis corresponding 
to the actual location of the bolts 
connecting it to the tank. 

The visualization chamber, initially 
filled with air, is roughly represented 
below the specimen. A rigid wall 
boundary condition is imposed on its 
contour (except for the portion 
communicating with the tank). 

 

Figure 17: General features of all models 779 

 780 

  

(a) Mesh of the E20A5 specimen (b) Mesh of the FUA5 specimen 

 

  781 
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(c) Purely quadrangular mesh of the FXA5 specimen (d) Alternative mesh with triangles in the part of the 
FXA5 specimen in contact with water 

Figure 18: Plate mesh for the specimens 783 
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(a) Uniaxial quasi-static traction curve from Suffis, 
2004 

(b) Uniaxial quasi-static traction curve obtained with 
the proposed material model and the identified 

parameters 

Figure 19: Identification results for the traction curve of the AU4G 2024-T4 alloy 785 
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(a) Time: 0.4 ms (b) Time: 0.6 ms (c) Time: 0.8 ms 
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(d) Time: 1 ms (e) Mesh adaptation at after 1 ms 

Figure 20: Water jet evolution up to 1 ms 787 

 788 

Figure 21: Internal tank pressure time history up to 1.5 ms 789 

 790 

   

(a) Time: 0.6 ms (b) Time: 0.9 ms (c) Time: 1.2 ms 
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(d) Time: 1.5 ms (e) Time: 1.8 ms (e) Cut-view of fluid mesh 
adaptation at after 1.2 ms (same 
color values as in Figure 20-e) 

Figure 22: Water jet evolution up to 1.8 ms 791 
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(a) Experimental reference view (the contour of the 
computed jet is drawn in red for quantitative 
comparison purposes using the same scale) 

(b) Simulation result 

Figure 23: Water jet shapes from experiment and simulation after 1.25 ms 793 

 794 

 795 

Figure 24: Internal tank pressure time history up to 1.75 ms 796 
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(a) Plastic strain in the specimen (b) Permanent plate deflection and 
strip angle 

(c) Experimental reference  

Top view: actual photograph from 
the experiment 

Bottom view: same photograph 
with the contour of computed 

deformed plate superimposed for 
quantitative comparison purposes 

Figure 25: Permanent deformed shape of the plate 797 
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(a) Water jet shape after 2 ms (b) Crack pattern in the specimen after 2 ms 

Figure 26: Results with the purely quadrangular mesh for the specimen 799 

 800 

   

(a) Time: 0.75 ms (b) Time: 1 ms (c) Time: 1.25 ms 
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(d) Time: 1.5 ms (e) Time: 1.75 ms (f) Time: 2 ms 

Figure 27: Water jet evolution up to 2 ms (triangular mesh for the specimen) 801 
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(a) Close-up view of the water flowing horizontally through curved cracks 
and petals with different deflections (global opening shape on the right) 

(b) Fluid mesh adaptation at 
after 2 ms 

(same colorbar as in Figure 20-e) 

Figure 28: Water jet interacting with the cracks in the specimen and fluid mesh adaptation 803 

 804 
  805 
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(a)  Crack shapes and lengths for simulation and experiment (b) Petals opening within  the 
specimen for simulation and 

experiment 

Figure 29: Comparison between simulation and experiment for crack propagation and petals opening 806 

 807 

 808 

Figure 30: Vertical displacement at the tips of the structural petals 809 
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